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PROGRAMMING IN ‘C’
Paper - I (English & Telugu Versions)

MODEL PAPER (For the Academic Year 2021-22 only)

Time : 3 Hours Max. Marks : 50

SECTION - A 10×2=20

Note: (i) Answer ANY TEN questions. (ii) Each question carries TWO marks.

 (i) (ii) 
1. Write an Algorithm for  finding perimeter of Triangle.


2. What are the basic steps involved In problem solving?


3. What is an expression in C.

‘C’expression
4. Mention the significance of main( ) function.

main( ) function
5. Write short notes on go to statement?

go to statement
6. What is Preprocessor statement in C.

‘C’ pre-processor statement
7. What are different types of errors occurred during the execution of

C program.

C program executionerrors
8. What is I/O function? List different types of  I/O functions

I/o functionI/o function 
9. List categories of functions

Function
10. What is recursion?

Recursion
11. What is array?

Array 
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12. How to declare an array?

Array declare 
13. Write a C program to print “IPE”  using one dimensional array.

One dimensional array ‘IPE’  


14. What are the advantages of pointers?

Pointers
15. Write various operations performed by structure.

Structureoperations
SECTION - B 5 × 6 = 30

Note: (i) Answer ANY FIVE questions. (ii) Each question carries SIX marks.

 (i) (ii) 
16. Write an algorithm to check whether given integer value is PRIME

or NOT.

integervalueprimeAlgorithm
17. Draw the flowchart to find roots of Quadratic equation  ax2+bx+c=0.

ax2 + bx + c = 0
18. What is Constant? Explain various types of constants in C.

Constant‘C’constants
19. Explain formatted and un-formatted input and output statements

in C

C
20. Explain various conditional control statements in C.

Ccontrol statements 
21. Explain about I/O functions.

I/o functions
22. Write ‘C’ program to generate fibonacci series using Recursion.

Recursion fibonacci series‘C’
23. Explain how to declare, initialize array of char type.

 ‘char’ (character) type array initializedeclare


24. Write a C program for addition of two matrices.

C program
25. What are differences between Structure and Union?

StructureUnion
__________


